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NEWS AND GOSSIP

SUSS FUNDING CRISIS
As reported in the last SUSS Bull, the club has been having a few funding problems of late.  These started with perceived
‘problems’ with our yearly financial audit for 1999-2000 – problems which were, on further investigation, able to be fully
justified.  In any case, now that our audit issues have essentially been sorted out, the University of Sydney Union has now refused
us registration on the grounds that we are also affiliated with the Sydney University Sports Union.

A recent USU resolution bars USU clubs from being affiliated with (and therefore receiving funding from) the SUSU.  Although
this resolution is in clear conflict with other USU policies which actively encourage clubs to seek alternate sources of funding
outside the USU, the USU board has chosen to stick by its decision.  This is also in spite of our club being able to clearly
document exactly what we previously received funding for from both organisations – in order to prove that we were not doubling
up over any items.

The upshot of all this is that, for now, SUSS has unfortunately been forced to choose affiliation with one organisation or the other.
The financial contributions to the club from both organisations were at fairly similar levels, and given this, we have chosen to
continue with the USU for some of the non-financial reasons – such as the use of the Common Room in the Holme Building as our
meeting room, etc.

We sincerely hope that the USU board will change its mind over this decision at some point in the future.  There has been a huge
and very unfair financial impact on our club from this resolution.  Our club is in the fairly unique position of being an active
sporting club (we run caving trips most weekends), yet has significant social and cultural aims (through cave surveying, research
and publications).  Up until now, we have easily met the criteria for funding from both organisations, without any crossover
whatsoever between applications.

The most visible result of our loss in funding will be that the average number of pages in the SUSS Bull will have to be cut back
significantly – resulting in a smaller and more cramped publication.  Other than that, the club hopes to be running as usual this
year.

- DAVID CONNARD

PRIVATE CAVING TRIPS AND SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP
Occasionally, Society members organise private caving trips (for example, as part of a holiday). In order to get a permit, cave
managers sometimes ask for proof of membership of SUSS or ASF. If you are ever in this situation, the Secretary will write a
letter to the cave manager on your behalf confirming that you are a member of SUSS and ASF.

Remember that you need to make clear to the cave manager that the trip is a private trip, and not an official Society trip. An
official Society trip:

- must be approved by at least 2 committee members,
- must have a Trip Supervisor on the trip, and
- must be open to all members capable of participating, and advertised on the website and triplist.

The Committee also asks that members do not use Society letterhead themselves in connection with private trips without first
getting permission from the Committee.

- SUSS COMMITTEE
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NEWS AND GOSSIP

HUGE NATURAL CRYSTALS FOUND IN CAVE
Feb. 8, 2001 — The largest natural crystals on Earth have been discovered in two caves within a silver and zinc mine near Naica,
in Chihuahua, Mexico, according to mine officials.

Reaching lengths of over 20 feet, the clear, faceted crystals are composed of selenite, a crystalline form of the mineral gypsum.

"Walking into either of these caves is like stepping into a gigantic geode," said Richard D.Fisher, an American consultant with the
mining company to develop the discoveries as tourist attractions.

Fisher said that most people can endure only a few minutes in the caves
due to their high temperatures. The smaller of the two, which is about
the size of two-bedroom apartment, is 100 Fahrenheit. The large
chamber, which Fisher describes as the size of a Cathedral, is 150 F.
Both are located approximately 1200 feet below the surface.

The mining company plans to air-condition the caves before opening
them to the public next year, Fisher said. He adds that reducing the heat
gradually will not harm the crystals.

The largest previously known crystals were found in the nearby Cave of
the Swords, part of the same mine system. Some of these are now on
display at the Smithsonian Institution. The local government and mine
owners hope to avoid removing any of the new discoveries for museum
displays or private collections, Fisher said.

While the mine company is currently limiting visitation of the caves to scientific experts, mineral hunters have destroyed locks and
broken into the chambers twice since they were first opened by mining equipment last April. One man was killed when he
attempted to chop out a gigantic crystal that fell from the ceiling and crushed him, according to Fisher.

"We need more onsite protection of mine caves," said geologist Carol A. Hill, co-author of the book Cave Minerals of the World,
who calls the new discoveries "by far the largest selenite crystals I have ever heard of."

Hill applauds the tourism plan. "Without it, the mining company would probably destroy the caves. Museums have enough
crystals," she said. "It's important to preserve discoveries like this where they occur."

- MICHAEL RAY TAYLOR ,
DISCOVERY NEWS (WWW.DISCOVERY.COM)

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR BEGINNERS HANDBOOK ?
SUSS produces an irregular publication called the Beginners Handbook.  This booklet contains essential information on: what the
caves and accommodation are like in the many caving areas that SUSS visits; on suggested caving equipment; and on
recommended food to plan and cook for caving trips.

As this booklet is fairly sizeable, it is available in both web and printed forms.  We encourage people to access it via the SUSS
website - however, where this is not practical it can also be made available in printed form.  If you have not seen a copy, check it
out at http://ee.usyd.edu.au/suss/  - click on the Beginners Handbook link on the left hand side.  If you would like a printed copy,
please contact any member of the committee.

- SUSS COMMITTEE

Photo by Richard D. Fisher
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WAITOMO WANDERINGS

WAITOMO CAVES , NEW ZEALAND , 21ST TO 30TH APRIL, 2000
TEXT BY PHIL MAYNARD , PHOTOS BY ALAN PRYKE

Participants: Andrew Matthews, Phil Maynard, Alan Pryke, Megan Pryke

Waitomo is an amazing place.  Set amongst rolling farm land and bush on the west coast of New Zealand's north island, the town
and its tourist caves are at the edge of a big limestone province.  The size of the limestone deposit (about 40 x 50km), combined
with the high rainfall of the area means that there are many independent underground rivers and the surface is a true Karst
landscape, almost unknown in Australia.

There are too many major caves at Waitomo to visit in one trip, or two.  SUSS keeps going back to Waitomo for just this reason.
This was my third third trip to Waitomo, and Alan and Megan were back for the second time in four months!  See their previous
trip report, in SUSS Bull 40(1), to find out about some other great caves which we didn't do this time.  Taking advantage of the
extra long Easter/ANZAC public holiday weekend, we flew over to Auckland on Good Friday and drove down to Waitomo that
night.  We met up with Andrew Matthews at the Blackwater Rafting Cafe.  Andrew is our resident ex-pat in Waitomo.  He's a
Guide at Blackwater Rafting and though he's supposed to be doing a uni course in Auckland is still caving a lot.

Andrew had lots of suggestions for caves to do which we had not been into in previous trips and he wasn't working at Blackwater
until later in the week.  One of the amazing things about Waitomo is that all the maps and information you could ever want about a
cave are readily available, either at the Museum
of Caves in town, or at the Hamilton Tomo
Group hut, where we stayed.

For those who haven't been there, the HTG hut
needs some description.  A large kitchen and
dining and lounging area makes up the main
building, with its recently built sundeck out the
back.  Separate to this is the bunkhouse with
about 25 or so bunks, while on the other side of
the main building is a huge garage with a
washing machine and high pressure hose for
cleaning gear.  As caving huts go it's pretty
luxurious and it has a great view across the
valley to the west.  The main hut has a set of
map drawers with lots of map sheets for planning
trips.  We stayed there along with cavers and
non-caving backpackers from various countries.

Saturday 21st of April. Reserve and
Urenui.

From the sundeck at the HTG hut, you can see
the doline which contains the entrance to
Reserve Cave.  It's about 3km away on the far
side of the valley, on a steep property below the
road to Te Kwuiti.  The four of us drove up there
on a humid, cloudy morning to just drift around
for a few hours in this cave.  Reserve Cave is a
remnant of fossil passage which once contained
the main Waitomo river.  This means the passage
is huge!

The cave itself is very easy and only a few
hundred metres long, but we hung around inside
for a while taking photos.  Racing back to the hut
for lunch, we decided to tackle another nearby
cave; Urenui.  This is on the same side of the
valley as the hut, and almost opposite Reserve
cave.  The entrance is a tiny hole in the middle of

Reserve Cave
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a farmer's paddock, well up above the river.  A bunch of NZ cavers plus
several Poms joined us for this trip.  We abseiled the entrance pitch and
found ourself in a rifty, fairly tight passage with a small stream flowing
through the bottom.

As we followed the stream up through the cave, the passage size
increased and the formations became more and more impressive.
Finally, at the end of an upper level, we came across some extraordinary
mud formations.  Many photos were taken around here and we stayed
for quite a while.

The Poms were from Yorkshire and they were amazed to find caves so
warm that you could hang around for hours even when wet.  It was just
as well.  When we got back to the base of the pitch, some of the Kiwis
suggested going out the lower entrance.  While some people ascended

the pitch, some of the others plus the four of us squeezed downstream into tight passage which led to a truly difficult squeeze.  We
sat around for a long time here until some more people had to admit defeat and retreat to the pitch.  I found this squeeze
particularly unpleasant because my ribs wanted to jam themselves into the tight part of the rift, which naturally was down at floor
level.  The squeeze required you to lie on one side in the widest part of the rift, well off the floor, and inch forward for about two
body lengths with basically no purchase for hands or feet.

From the squeeze, it was only moments of stream bashing
until we found ourselves in the native bush beside the river
at the bottom of the valley.  It was dark and beginning to
rain, so we had an unpleasant bash through the thick
vegetation back up the valley to the farmer's paddock, only
to find the others still emerging from the pitch.  It was well
after dinner time by the time we returned to the hut.

Sunday 22nd of April. Virginia.

As might have been said before, Waitomo has lots of
independent underground rivers. South of the Waitomo
River headwaters, on the Millar property, is the huge
Mangawhitakau system, which we'd all done already on
previous trips and weren’t going to repeat this time.  Well
south from that again is Soldiers Road, which runs along a
high ridge line.  South of the road is the huge Mangapu
system, while north of the road lies the system that has
recently seen much attention from New Zealand cavers.

The streamway flows through three major caves, Fred Cave, Warren's Self Respect (I don't name 'em, I just report 'em), and
Virginia Cave as well as short inflow and resurgence caves.  Recently, the Kiwi cave divers had connected Warren's Self Respect
and Virginia caves through a series of short, tight dives and duck unders.  This renewed the enthusiasm of the locals for a push to
link Fred Cave with the other two.  The combined system would be in excess of 10km long.

As we parked the cars on top of the hill, it
was grey and fairly cold on the surface.  It
was something of a relief to rig the rope
and drop into the streamway.  Virginia
has a very pretty stream, which was
somewhat higher than normal due to the
previous night's rain.  We waited around
some time here, while the two Kiwis, four
Aussies, one ex-pat Aussie and  two Poms
descended.

Upstream, the streamway soon leaves the
spacious decorated passage and becomes
nasty.  This is the route to the duck-
unders and dives leading to Warren's Self
Respect.  Avoiding the nastiness, we
climbed into the higher levels of the cave.
The formations here are very wet and
active and spectacular as a result.
Unsurprisingly, we spent a fair bit of time
here taking photos.

Rifty business in Urenui Mud formations in Urenui

At the bottom of the Virginia Cave entrance pitch

A lake in Virginia Cave
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We came back to the down to the
streamway to find it noticeably
higher (but still only knee deep -
this isn't Mangawhitakau!)  Even
at the bottom of the pitch, the
rain was splashing down into the
stream.  At the top of the rope,
the rain was increasing from very
heavy to completely insane.  We
huddled under the native trees
around the entrance while we
waited for the others to ascend
and then beat a hasty retreat.

Monday 23rd of April.
Waipuna, Ruakuri.

It rained and rained and rained
during the night.  Alan and
Megan took off with Andrew to
the Black Water Rafting trip into
Ruakuri.  Last time they had
failed to get into this cave
because of floods (See SUSS Bull
40(1)), but they were hoping the
rain would bring the river up to exciting levels for this trip as well.  No such luck; the water levels had been so low before we
arrived in Waitomo that a little bit of rain wasn't going to shift them that much.  At least they got to see the main cave this time,
resplendant in BWR wetsuits and tires.

Meantime, I had seen Ruakuri before, but not Waipuna cave, which Alan and Megan had seen before.  I took the opportunity to
visit this cave in the headwaters of the Waitomo catchment, with a couple of cavers from Wellington.  We plunged into the reserve
with its lush native vegetation and in no time at all were wading down the cave stream.  The water level was much higher than
normal, making this section very sporting.  This is classic stream cave, fairly steep in gradient and with many rapids, and to see it
in high water was great fun.  At the downstream end of the cave is a duck-under, which is sometimes passed to get to more stream
cave. On this day there was no survivable way of doing that, so we hauled our way back up against the current to the main
entrance.  Upstream from the entrance the cave flattens out and becomes very well decorated - see the photos in SUSS Bull 40(1).
We pushed the cave to the point where the stream disappeared and some gruesome mud was mixed up with fine formation, but we
didn't push on through to any of the upstream entrances.  Outside again, it was raining as heavily as ever.

Tuesday 25th of April. Fred.

The day dawned sunny and humid.  With Andrew working at BWR, Alan, Megan and I went back to Soldiers Road and out along
the ridges to Fred Cave.  This is a through trip in a major stream cave with pitches at either end.  I raced off to the exit pitch and
rigged it while the temperature soared and the humidity was becoming unbearable.  The exit pitch is a beautiful 60 metre pot
straight into the main streamway, while the entrance pitch is rigged off a natural bridge 30 metres down to a large ledge, then
round a corner and down another 15 metres or so to a muddy
side stream.  This side stream leads to more mud and rifts,
then eventually to the main stream, upstream of the
prospective connection to Warren's Self Respect.  We
followed the main stream up past some beautiful canyons and
eventually to a side passage called the Diamond Mines.  Alan
had been looking forward to this for a long time because of
the very photogenic gypsum formations to be found here.
Unfortunately, just before we got there, he dropped his SLR
camera in the river!  Ninety minutes of salvage work
followed but the camera was a goner (the lens survived).  The
Diamond Mines was worth the visit anyway - it's a great
piece of cave.

By the time we got all the way upstream to the exit pitch, the
day was starting to get away from us.  I ascended and Alan
followed, only to find himself stuck at the rebelay 5 metres
below the top due to his long cows tail being not the right

A close up of formations in a lake in Virginia Cave

Megan downstream of Ruakuri Cave.  On the previous trip,
water was just off sumberging the entire structure.
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length.  Lots of cursing and struggle followed, which unfortunately Megan took to be
a call of "Rope Free" from above.  She got on the rope and started ascending, which
led to much more cursing from Alan as he found the rope beneath him weighted.  It
would have been almost funny, except that at that moment a thunderstorm broke on
the surface, drenching me and leaving me freezing up in the elements while the others
sorted out the pitch.  When Alan eventually got off rope, I ran off to derig the entrance
pitch in the dusk and rain.  Finally, we got back to the car just as the heavens really
opened up.  We drove back at about 30km/h in zero visibility.  What with the camera
and the farcical exit pitch, we were almost four hours overdue at the hut and Norm the
hut warden was organising a search when we showed up.  Alan was reduced to using a
point-and-shoot camera for the rest of the trip, with some pretty darn good results.

Wednesday 26th of April.  St Benedicts.

Hagga's property, up the valley from the HTG hut, has some of the best caves in New
Zealand.  They are all related to the main Waitomo River, which comes down the
valley from Luckie Stike and through a whole series of caves, resurging at Olsen's
Wet Cave. St Benedicts is a fossil level of the resurgence with extensive passage and
great formation.  Andrew had the day off, so he came with the three of us to enjoy a
day of playing around in this large cave.  The entrance we used was a tight rifty
pothole with two pitches into a narrow horizontal rift.  This soon leads to a large pit
which connects the major cave systems - the fossil levels we were in, the current river

level (wet!) and Ringlefall, a major tributary system.

The pitch here is rigged off an iron bar, and we only wanted to go down a small
distance - but we had to cross the entire width of the pit into a passage on the other
side, with another 40 metres of pit below us.  Andrew rigged the pitch and
descended first.  He pendulumed as far as he could and then used his dangling rope
pack as a kind of anchor to hold himself on the far ledge.  I did a sideways rock
climb to reach the ledge, being unable to pendulum that far.  After we got off the
rope, Andrew abseiled to the bottom of the pit rigging a second rope and ascended
on that so that we could leave the main rope for a Kiwi party to ascend out of
Ringlefall.

We continued through to the main part of the cave, stopping for numerous side
passages and photos on the way.  The main chamber is at the end of the cave - it was
developed for a tourist cave at one stage, but Haggas is just too far from the bus
parking bays.  The chamber is big, well decorated, and chock a block with fossils.

The exit is through an air-tight tunnel driven from the surface to the main chamber.
This puts you directly above Olsens Wet Cave, the current resurgence.  Andrew took
Alan down to have a look, while the rest of us slogged back up the ridge in warm
sunlight.

Thursday 27th of April.  The Beach!!!! and Huhunui.

The sun was blazing in the morning and it was just too nice to go underground.  So, we drove down to the beach through the Karst
landscape and the patches of rainforest.  The beach is quite wild and is a good spot for fossils.

In the afternoon we wandered over to Huhunui Cave.  This is upstream of
Ruakuri and is in dense native forest on land owned by the local Maori
Trust.  Huhunui is an easy horizontal stream passage, looking much more
phreatic and much less canyonish than a lot of the stream caves at Waitomo.
We ran through to the back entrance and looked out into the ferns.

While we were looking at the vegetation, a conversation started about
Peripitus.  This is a most unusual creature which lives in moist
environments such as the entrance of stream caves.  Not closely related to
anything in particular, it has a body like the Michelin Man and claws on the
end of each of its many legs.  A web search produced the following
authoritative statement on Peripitus.

Andrew descending in St Benedicts

Andrew in St Benedicts

Fossils found on the beach
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"Stalking through the darkened undergrowth
we find the fearsome Peripitus hunting down
its prey. It traps its victim with a blast of
poisonous goo from its slime glands. The goo
goes to work straight away. The Peripitus
then extends its tube mouth and sucks up the
mushy remains. So watch out for the mighty
Peripitus, terror of anything smaller than a
jellybean!"

http://squirt.xtra.co.nz/fact00/bamons.htm

Well, you get the idea.  Back
at the downstream entrance,
we were just turning off our
lights when a Peripitus
appeared right next to us on
the rock!

Friday, 28th of April. Burr

Andrew was working on Friday, so Alan and Megan and I went to Burr.  Burr cave is another system on the
Haggas property.  It is one of the tributaries to the main underground river, and the cave
has an inflow entrance as well as a dry entrance near the downstream terminus.  There is
no negotiable connection to the main river, but the cave is very popular because of its
formation and its stream passage.  The entrance doline is in a beautiful patch of native
bush high up on the ridge.  From the car we had to walk a couple of kilometres up over
the ridgelines to a very scenic part of the property.  The doline has a waterfall flowing
into it, and the first section of the cave is fairly steep with a couple of pull-down abseils.

The cave soon levels out into a classic Waitomo stream canyon, with layered limestone
and narrow rifts, as well as the occasional patch of gypsum.  We strolled down this
section quite slowly, pausing for a few photos.

Near the bottom of the main stream passage in Burr cave a tributary stream comes in on
the left.  This passage begins with a spectacular set of gours and then dries out as you
move upstream, producing some fine gypsum formation in the drier parts.  We stopped
here and went 'Ooh Aah' for a while and took the odd photo.

A quick exit from the cave completely failed to happen, since we got lost for a while in
the obscure rockpile leading to a dry entrance low down in the hillside.  We finally made
it back to daylight, which put us about 50m from the car.  Burr cave is a good through
trip, since all of the surface trogging is in the morning to get to the entrance.  We sat
around for a while in the sunshine, enjoying the non-raininess of it all.

And that was about it for our 10 day
long trip.  We missed out on a number
of Waitomo classics, such as Gardner's
Gut and Mangawhitakau because we
wanted to get into as many new caves
as possible.  The amazing thing is that
even though we've been there multiple
times before, even though we visited a
brace of caves we hadn't seen before,
there are still a bunch of reasons for us
to go back yet again.  That means
another Waitomo trip for all of us,
sooner or later.  Special thanks go to
Andrew of course, for showing us
around on his days off, and to Norm
from HTG for a friendly stay at the
Hut.  See you next time!

Looking out the back entrance of Huhunui

Megan checking out the straws in Burr Cave

Gour pools in Burr Cave
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BELL CREEK CANYON

25TH FEBRUARY , 2001
BY LIZ TASKER

Participants: David Connard, Jenny Mee, Annalisa and Steve Contos, Liz Tasker, Silvia Ricci and Marina Marangolo.

As a “canyoning virgin”, I had of course packed excitedly for beginners trip to Bell Canyon the night before, gone to bed early,
and was outside at 6.35 am waiting for David and Jenny to pick me up at the arranged time of 6.45.  As 7 am came and went, I did
some bird-watching and thought about the half-eaten breakfast that I could have finished.  As another half-an-hour passed and my
bird list grew, I wondered when to go and telephone them.  Just then a car hooned up the street, and a sleepy and embarrassed-
looking David emerged, mumbling something about alarm clocks and not usually running late.  After doubling back to collect an
even sleepier-looking Jenny clutching a pillow, we set off for the mountains at breakneck speed (this is apparently not very fast by
SUSS standards).

Pulling in to Mt Wilson, we found Steve, Annalisa, Silvia & Marina among the throng of cars parked at the fire brigade building,
and then joined the queue for the overloaded non-functional toilets (phew!).  Glad to escape “civilisation” if that was what it
meant, we set off down the fire-trail at about 9.30 am, and soon turned left onto an unnamed fire-trail. After a few kilometres
walking south-west along a ridge we turned off to the right onto a small path. This revealed wonderful views over the ridges and
gullies to the west as it dropped steeply into Du Faur Creek. We climbed down the cliff with the help of a fixed rope, into the cool
and shady gully, full of lush man ferns and tall white-barked Sydney blue gums.  Walking along the creek, we then crossed and
followed the western side along a steep rock ledge, until we could climb up onto the ridge.  Here the track became very indistinct
and to our momentary dismay it looked as if we would have to cross another deep gully with sheer rock on the other side AND
another high ridge before we would get to Bell Canyon.  Us newbies sat and looked at yet another beautiful view while David,
Annalisa and Steve consulted the map and their mental compasses, and decided on the way.  We set off again, and soon picked up
a small but distinct trail which after another ¾ hour of walking uphill, finally dropped down into a small side gully, from where we
would tackle Bell Canyon.

With morning tea out of the way, we changed into our wetsuits and clutching our lilo’s jumped down into a waist-deep pool of
water and set off along the gully.  We scrambled over low rocks, walked and waded through small pools until we reached Bell
Canyon some 500m later.  From then on everything grew in size and dropped in temperature; the boulders, the climbs, the smooth
rock walls, and when we got to a 6+ metre jump into a nice deep cold pool, it began to feel like a real canyon.  As we continued
along Bell’s Creek the scenery became more dramatic too, as the smooth sinuous canyon walls grew closer and taller (mostly
around 30 metres high), dripping with ferns and mosses, and in some places the narrow pinches were less than a metre wide. We
finally reached a good long pool, and paddled quietly through on our lilos. Light spilled down over cascading ferny walls of green,
and we drifted silently beneath hundreds of delicate spider webs stretched across the canyon above us.  Underneath in the dark
water orange crayfish raised their claws at us as we passed.

Andrew in Huhunui Cave On the hills outside Burr Cave, another hire car encounters a muddy fate…
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After a brief lunch there was more climbing up and down over mossy boulders, wading through sandy or rocky pools, and
sometimes using fixed ropes to get down large drops and wedged vertical logs.  This was followed by a second very long lilo-ing
stretch, deeper and darker and narrower than the first, its’ smooth walls rising to 40 metres and only 1-5 metres apart.  We paddled
for a hundred metres or so, on cold black water and between rock walls so dark in places that you knew they were only because of
the echo bouncing back from the sound of our paddling.

After travelling more than 2 kilometres along Bell Canyon, we reached the junction with Du Faur’s where we collapsed on the
sandy bank to catch our breath.  Turning up Du Faur Canyon we walked and waded for another kilometre or so, and swam one
more long cold pool before reaching the point where we were to leave the canyon.

With only minor injuries - Mr & Mrs Contos with a slightly-flooded video camera and two strained knees - tired but happy, we
clambered out a short side gully up onto the ridge.  We sat on a rock outcrop to change out of our wetsuits, sort out our gear, and
eat some much-needed chocolate. After recuperating for a while, we bush-bashed up the ridge onto the main Wollangambe
Canyon track.  This smooth path was a luxury to our weary feet, and as we climbed up the hill the views over the Wollangambe
wilderness were breath-taking.  After a further ½ hour of climbing up to Mt Wilson, we reached the fire brigade shed to find only
one other car still there.  I thought to myself how lucky we were, that despite the throngs of people that had gone canyoning at Mt
Wilson that day, we had managed to see none of them since leaving that morning, and had had the awesomely beautiful Bell
Canyon all to ourselves!

CLAUSTRAL CANYON

FRIDAY MARCH 2, 2001
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY DAVID CONNARD

Particpants: David Connard, Annalisa Contos, Robert Fairlie-Cuninghame, Kerry
Jamison, Geoff Mc Donnell, Jenny Mee

Hmm… it’s been a long time since I’ve done Claustral, I thought…  It’s about time we ran a
trip back there.  Well, given the popularity of Claustral, the only option seemed to be taking a
days holiday and doing the trip on a Friday to avoid the crowds.  However, this didn’t take into
account the fickle Sydney summer weather…

The Friday that we finally got to do the canyon was in fact our third attempt – every other day
had been completely washed out such that it was not safe to drive around Sydney, let alone
even think about doing the canyon.  Understanding employers (well, in some cases..!)

thankfully were not too concerned about whether we
did in fact take our day’s holiday, or turn up to work
instead.

When we finally did decide to go, the forecast wasn’t great – unseasonably cold
temperatures, some showers coming through during the day, and it had rained the night
before…   I expected high (but not dangerous) water levels, and a fun trip.  In this, we
were not to be disappointed.

Things went pretty smoothly until late in the canyon.  We were passed by one small, fast
moving (!) commercial group – 3 people total, one leader.  They were the only other
people we saw all day.  The couple of downclimbs before the abseils were entertaining –
there was definitely a larger than usual volume of water in the canyon.  We reached the
abseils just as the commercial group was clearing the first pitch.

After rigging, gearing up, and rescuing the car keys from oblivion (which Geoff almost
knocked down the first pitch!), we were off down the abseils.  I was not entirely sure of
the length of the second pitch – and had a 15m rope that I was hoping would reach.  It
didn’t (it does seem to be around 10m after all), and as a result we had to single-rope that
pitch and abandon that rope.  Unfortunately, with a group of 6 people all getting rapidly
very cold, you can’t afford the time to stuff around with rigging in that situation.

The abseils certainly had a lot of water coming down them.  Most people – Geoff excepted
- managed to avoid the worst of it.  Geoff, however, had a very entertaining time at the
bottom of the third pitch, where he got completely pummelled under the entire flow of
water… much to the appreciation of Annalisa who was watching with a video camera!

Geoff and Rob negotiating the first
wet bit.

The first abseil
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We detoured up Thunder Canyon, and went caving through the
dark section behind the twin waterfalls at the end of that canyon.
The glow worms in this section are fantastic – it is a side trip that
is really worth doing.  Lunch was had back at the Thunder
junction… when the forecast rain set in, and temperatures began
to drop further.  It was definitely time to get moving before the
already high
water levels
rose any
further.

Both of
 the two

remaining
down climbs

were certainly sporty in the high water conditions.  On one of these we could
have had a serious accident.  A 4m climb down a slot carrying the full volume
of water, with only a combination of dodgy tapes and ropes to hang onto.
This would normally have been fine, except that for some reason one of the
ropes was actually a large loop – about 1.5m down the climb.  The loop was
being held wide open by the force of the water, making it almost impossible
not to put at least one leg accidentally through it.  Jenny ended up in a
situation where she couldn’t continue further down due to the loop of rope
behind her legs, couldn’t climb back up due to the force of the water, and was
losing strength fast.  The pool below was only half a foot deep, and falling
would have serious consequences.  And then, her pants (originally over her
wetsuit) were washed down around her ankles by the force of the water!
Thankfully they were soon washed off entirely, and she was then able to
complete the climb.  The last downclimb was soon passed in a less dramatic
fashion, and the exit soon encountered.

Claustral Canyon has been closed (currently indefinitely) after several
rescues occurred about two weeks after this trip, reportedly due to the keyhole
blocking up, and the final pool of water being completely full.  Parties should
always be prepared for this eventuality, and able to cope either by going over
the top of the keyhole, or in very bad circumstances, being able to reverse the
abseils.

THE NEVERPASS

JENOLAN , 5 DECEMBER 1998
BY CHRIS NORTON

Exploration has shown that it is possible for a “micro-bod” to negotiate
 the rockpile from Can’t Get Lost back into Brittle Bazaar. (Winglee, 1978)

This statement in the Mammoth book has always tempted me.  Brittle Bazaar was discovered in 1974 after one of Australia’s
leading rock climbers, Joe Friend, was lured into Can’t Get Lost by SUSS and he scaled an aven which had thwarted cavers for
many years.  While a ladder was installed in the aven, cavers made a few trips to thoroughly survey the new discovery, reporting
many beautiful formations.  Then the ladder was derigged and, to the best of my knowledge, this chamber has not been visited for
over 20 years.  The rock climb is formidable (although with a bit of bolt laddering it could be accomplished in a day or so…).
However, the idea of an easy back door into Brittle Bazaar gave me an idea.  If this route could be rediscovered, a new rope could
be rigged here for a few months so that a fresh generation of cavers could experience this seldom-viewed part of Mammoth.

In early 1995, I made a preliminary attempt to find this back route, christened the Neverpass by Randall King.  Given the
description in the Mammoth book, and the map on p59, I concentrated my efforts on the Can’t Get Lost rockpile proper, at the far
southern end of this area.  But, having recently returned from caving in the lofty vaults of the Ellis Basin in NZ, my enthusiasm for
crawling around and squeezing through muddy rocks was decidedly lacking.  I didn’t find the way, although I wasn’t pushing very
hard.  I was determined to give it another, proper go.

Christmas 1998 turned out to be the time.  Accompanied by Lucia Barrett, Matthew Hole, Mark Lowson, Megan Pryke and
Sushila Thomas, I arrived at Can’t Get Lost.  As I applied myself to the rockpile, Matthew characteristically decided he’d have a
‘bit of a sticky’ at the aven climb.

The rockpile consists of a series of muddy rocks in a rift.  The rift narrows more and more towards the south, until suddenly the
walls become clean-washed and the rocks very tightly packed.  I wriggled back and forth and all around for about an hour, with
not much luck.  I was able to climb quite high, but merely ended up standing on top of some boulders in a space in the roof

Going through the keyhole, at the top of the third abseil

The last downclimb in the canyon
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looking at some more boulders.  Not very promising.

I returned to a point halfway through the rockpile and cursorily looked up a couple of not-very-promising holes.  Fortunately,
Mark appeared at this point and I was able to send him up the holes so that I could look elsewhere.  This was a wise move.
Leaving the rockpile proper, I entered the large ‘room’ just south of CGL, and looked up into the roof where it was possible to
climb over some boulders up to a small slot in the wall.  Up I went.  I found myself at the base of a tight and extremely muddy rift.
With a great deal of effort, I managed to chimney up the lubricated slope, to where a tight slot led straight up into a chamber.
Getting up here was awkward.  The secret is to climb up the rift on your back, facing the west wall.  You will end up positioned in
the slot in such a way that the (extremely minimal) handholds available are actually in a place where you can reach them.
Climbing the other way is likely to lead to frustration and exhaustion, as Mark was soon to discover.

This slot is the most strenuous part of the Neverpass, but is not the tightest.  That bit is further on.  A helmet-grindingly tight
squeeze pops out at the bottom of a mud bank, where someone had modelled the face of a woman (or a man with long hair).
Unfortunately for the historians, my flailing feet appear to have effected some reconstructive surgery on this poor lass’ features.
But I had done it - I was through the Neverpass.

The route through to the main Brittle Bazaar chamber passes by a number of large shafts which no doubt drop back down to the
CGL area.  This whole area is not really so much a separate chamber, as part of CGL with what appears to be a floor of fallen
boulders well wedged in place by mud.  Caution is advised when moving round lest you accidentally wander into a hole.

After all the tales I had heard of the splendour of Brittle Bazaar, the main chamber was a bit of a letdown.  OK, there are far more
stals and things than you’ll see in pretty well any other part of Mammoth, but there are no glorious flowstone slopes and the area is
fairly liberally coated in mud.  However, the decoration is certainly worth a look if you don’t have to make too much of an effort
to get there.

Matthew was slightly surprised to hear me above him, having only advanced about as far as the highest bolts placed by John
Holliday in 1971-72.  After an inspection of the top of the climb I was able to dissuade him from continuing further.  He
descended the shaft and came round to the Neverpass, where Mark was making a valiant effort to follow me.  He probably would
have succeeded, had he not expended much energy trying to get up while facing the wrong way.  Eventually he retired and
Matthew took his place.  Matthew brought a rope and some rigging gear, which I relieved him of while he started up the rift.
However, the tightness of the rift proved too slim a fit for Matthew’s mighty pectorals, and eventually, coated in mud, he beat a
grumbling retreat.

In the meantime, I rigged the rope back down into CGL, where it will remain for the next few months.  Anyone who wants to drag
SRT gear up there is quite welcome, but please go easy on the rope as it does not hang free and runs over several rubs.  It will
certainly not withstand major traffic and my ultimate aim is to place a cordelette so that this part of cave can be more readily
appreciated by cavers.  In the meantime, the first person up the rope should either install a ladder for the remaining party members,
or protect the rope adequately.

After rigging, I slid back down the Neverpass, which is an absolute doddle when one has gravity on one’s side, and our rapidly
cooling party left the cave.

[The rope referred to in this article was derigged and a cordelette route installed in July 1999.  For details, see Norton, C “Brittle
Bazaar Cordelette Route” in SUSS Bull 39(1) p8.]

Addendum
I should add a brief note on exploration prospects in this section of the cave.  The southernmost section of CGL is very promising,
although not easy going.  Once out of the muddy rockpile, I was almost able to squeeze between some narrow rocks into a piece of
rock-filled passage that seems to trend south-southwest, following a stream.  CGL is at the same level of the Railway Tunnel, and
both the north end of Railway Tunnel and the south end of CGL are blocked with rockpile.  Furthermore, beneath the Railway
Tunnel lies Central River and the Railway Tunnel Extension; beneath CGL lies the Overflow, which has been not quite connected
through to the Railway Tunnel Extension.  Just as there appears to be an intact lower level stream route, I think it likely that there
is also an abandoned higher-level stream route lying between CGL and the Railway Tunnel.  The only problem is that there has
been extensive collapse.

In 1991, I visited the Overflow area with Chris Young and Mark Staraj.  This was a very eventful trip.  Apart from nearly being
entombed at Damocles Lake by a power-mad Vice-President (Staraj, 1991), I had a reasonably good look at the Overflow, and the
keyhole-shaped passage to the immediate west of the Dry Siphon (Norton, 1991).  The southern end of the Overflow is a spacious
chamber floored with muddy rocks that have fallen from above.  It is possible there is a higher level passage in this vicinity.  There
also appears to be high-level passage above the chamber at the other end of the keyhole passage (see section B in the lower map in
(Norton, 1991).  The second lead in particular appears to me to be worth a look, although if the relative positions of passage are as
shown in the Mammoth book it will merely lead back to CGL.

References
Norton, C. 1991 “Some Mammoth Extensions” SUSS Bull 32(1) p39
Staraj, M. 1991 “Coup D’Etat” SUSS Bull 32(1) p35
Winglee, P. 1978 “Exploration and Research 1972-1978” in Dunkley, JR and Anderson, EG The Exploration and
Speleogeography of Mammoth Cave, Jenolan 2ed p58
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COME FOR THE CACTUS, STAY FOR THE CAVE

KARST INTO THE DESERT PT 3: COLOSSAL CAVE , ARIZONA
BY CHRIS NORTON

Our desert wayfarer is waylaid by a surprise cave encounter in Southern Arizona.

I didn’t mean to go to the cave at all.  Honest.  Really, it was all about the cactus.

Anyone who has seen a Western, eaten at a Tex-Mex restaurant or got smashed at
Arizonas knows what a saguaro cactus looks like.  They’re those classic cacti,
central stem with arms looping off, which stand silhouetted on the hillsides
against the sky like an ultra-modern hatstand whilst the cowboys battle it out on
the ground below.  And the western desert is full of them, right?

Well, actually, no.  The saguaro is in fact in rather short supply in the deserts of
SW USA.  If you are lucky, you can spot a few of them along the I-10 near the
Californian border, but if you want to see them in plentiful supply you need to
head to the deep south of Arizona.  A special park has been set up to protect them
- Saguaro National Park, which lies in two halves bracketing Tucson less than
100km from the Mexican border.  You can also find them in other places, such as
the Tonto National Monument east of Phoenix, but with a couple of days to spare
due to my well-known time-economical driving style I decided to meet the mighty
saguaro on its home territory.

My guidebook was a little light on when it came to directions to the park from the
Interstate, so I picked an exit at random and was soon trawling along a dusty
boulevard through the back streets of Tucson, reckoning that if I kept going east I
would have to hit the park sooner or later.  Problem was, I kept running out of
roads going east.  Fortunately American cities are mostly arrayed on a grid
network so it was not too difficult to zig-zag my way in the general direction I
wanted.  Before too long, I came across an encouraging sign, telling me there
were only 10 miles to go to get to Saguaro National Park.  Even more
encouraging, however, was that it told me that only 20 miles away was a feature
known as Colossal Cave.  Saguaros and a colossal cave?  This was too good to be
true!

I got to the National Park first.  I had intended to camp here overnight and take
some moonlight shots of the saguaros, but I found out to my disappointment that I
could not camp unless I hiked for about 5 miles in the 40 degree heat up a
mountain.  However, upon inquiring about nearby saguaro-endowed campsites I

was told “Just down the road at Colossal Cave”.  Even better!  I grabbed a brochure about the cave, which told me I could spend a
couple of hours wandering amongst the cacti and still make the final tours of the day.  So who was I to argue?  It was clearly fate
that we were meant to meet.

The saguaro are pretty magnificent beasts.  The classic many-armed look only comes after many years.  Even a 50-year-old cactus
is usually a single 7ft high pole, and the arms don’t sprout until it reaches 75 years.  For this reason saguaros must be fed by their
parents up until what we would call old age.  The cactus is fully grown at 150 years, and generally lives for around 200.  Its roots
extend for up to 100ft in all directions, and it can draw enough water from a single rainstorm to sustain it for two years.  Each
year, the saguaro grows tiny white flowers, which bloom for a single night
and wilt by the next afternoon.

After some merry wanderings amongst the cacti, I set off for the cave.  The
Visitor Centre, stocked with all the standard trinkets of American tourism
(commemorative teaspoons, cloth patches, stals in a snowstorm, rubber
dinosaurs, giant pencils and Viewmaster slides - remember them?) is
perched on the side of a hill amongst a number of saguaros.  I was told a
tour would be leaving in about 15 minutes, so I busied myself amongst the
novelty bats for a while.

I was admiring a display of photographs of the Sesame Street episode filmed
in the cave when a young voice behind said “Excuse me?”  I turned to find a

I debate whether to pick a fight with a saguaro.

The saguaro-adorned Visitor Centre.  Fake Arizona
kitsch has nothing on the real thing.
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young woman, about 17 years old, wearing what looked like tight denim underpants and a white T-shirt several sizes too small.
This, apparently, was my cave guide.  It was the last tour of the day.  And for some reason I was the only client.  Life is tough.  I
gave a sigh and followed, thinking I had definitely been in the desert way too long.

The tour route is a half-mile long.  According to an internet article, “the cave is not fully explored, but scientists estimate that
there are at least 39 miles of natural tunnels inside the cavern.”  Having seen the cave, I find this estimate a bit dubious,
particularly since there are only actually two miles of explored passage.  However, kudos to the operators for finally answering
that frequently asked question “How much undiscovered cave is there?”

The cave itself is dry, fairly confined and not terribly spectacular, although there is the usual array of formations, including
helictites.  Cave purists may take exception to the guide pointing out rocks that allegedly look like Big Bird and Elvis Presley.
They may also take exception to the significant additions made at several points.  Some passages contain showcases with period
costume, old caving equipment and old native American artefacts.  The cave is paved throughout with tessellating flagstones, a
style seen through many public reserves due to the efforts of the Civilian
Conservation Corps.

The CCC is a legacy of the Great Depression, when Eisenhower decided to
put the nation’s swathes of unemployed to work building massive
infrastructure projects in national parks and reserves as part of what may well
have been the world’s first work-for-the-dole scheme.  Most of the rough-
hewn stonework of the CCC can still be seen throughout the national park
system (the architecture is generally best described as Frank Lloyd Wright via
Fred Flintstone).  Unfortunately the CCC, whilst anxious and eager to build
great works, were sometimes a little insensitive to the conservation needs of
the environment in which they were working.  Hence, the large swimming
pool constructed at Phantom Ranch in the Grand Canyon, and lots of hasty
cemented ‘repairs’ to the thousand-year-old Anasazi ruins at Mesa Verde.  At
Colossal Cave, the CCC found the natural entrance a bit restrictive, and so to
access the back of the cave they sunk a large shaft about 3m square down
from the surface.  Goodness knows what this did to the cave atmosphere.
However, the cave got its revenge, and the shaft has collapsed.

The cave lighting was certainly unique.  Exposed lightbulbs were rarely seen,
partly because many of them, although sitting on prominent ledges along the
path, were screened by what appeared to be fragments of broken shawl
through which the bulbs cast a soft, tinted glow.  I diplomatically inquired of
my guide when the lighting was installed.  I was told that it, too, was a CCC
special.  Typical, I thought.  However, looking closely at the lights, I was
surprised to find that the ‘shawl’ fragments were actually moulded fibreglass,
tinted in bands of brown, red and gold.  These bulbshades are actually of more
recent provenance, and are referred to by the guides as “stalaglites”.  My
personal verdict is still not yet in on these - cute idea, but it smacks of fakery.

I didn’t notice a lot in the way of great formation in the cave, although this
may have been because I was paying very close attention to my guide as she
recited her spiel about the bandit legends of the cave.  Allegedly, in 1887 a
gang of bandits committed two train robberies using the cave as a base, at one
stage hiding US$60,000 somewhere in the passages.  In the Visitor Centre,
you can see plaster dioramas of the bandits in the cave, and hear a tinny recording of a song about the bandits.

From a technical point of view, my guide gave the best scientific spiel of any of the tours I went on.  None of the hokey stuff about
sleep deprivation and cures for cancer to which I was treated at Carlsbad.  The talk was delivered in a rote fashion, but all the
important bits were there - dissolution, deposition, degassing (stop giggling David).  However, it was all over far too quickly.
Perhaps my guide had a dinner to get home to.  Perhaps we were going through the cave at Norton speed.  Perhaps I didn’t ask
enough questions about the undiscovered 37 miles of the cave.  Perhaps she didn’t want me admiring her formations for too long.
But whatever the reason, the advertised 45-50 minute tour was over in 25 minutes.

Once outside again, I inquired about the camping.  There are a number of sites located in a valley beneath the cave.  The only
catch was - I had to be locked in the campground overnight.  I didn’t inquire why, but given the wild surrounds and the reputation
of the white trash fringe-dwellers of Arizona’s backblocks I figured it was less to do with keeping me in than keeping others out.
This was OK by me, and as the warden bolted and padlocked the gate behind me while the sun sank below the horizon I brought
out my camera for a long night of saguaro hunting by moonlight.

No mistaking which cave you’re entering - although
despite the name, the proportions of the entrance
are a good guide to the proportions of the cave.
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Oh, and in case you didn’t pick it, I didn’t really mean that about the cacti being fed by their parents.  That was a joke.  But all the
rest is dead serious.  Honest.

The drum

Colossal Cave is in central southern Arizona, 22 miles south east of Tucson north of the I-10.  Tours leave regularly, allegedly no
more than 30 minutes apart.  Operating hours vary according to time of year - at least 9am to 5pm, sometimes longer  Park entry is
US$3 per car, cave tours are US$7.50 per adult. Camping is available for free inside the park (once you pay the entry fee) so long
as you don’t mind being imprisoned with all those cacti.

There is another show cave near Tucson, Karchner Caverns, which first opened in late 1999.  However, tours were booked solid in
advance for several months by the time I made my call.  You can find contact details on the Web.  I am suspicious of Karchner;
the buzz is that it is quite well done but they clamour loudly about their use of coloured lights.

The verdict

Beaut cactus, ho hum cave.  3 stals out of 5, though the right cave guide may raise your stals a bit.

AN ADVENTURE TO REMEMBER!

The following is a descriptive passage narrated by 3 kids with minimal help from Mum
& Dad.

First of all, we are the Simon Family. Hillary, Colin, Lee-Ann, Sandy and Gina. We had
been caving before, but never like the adventure we were about to experience.

As we drove up to the Jenolan Caves on Friday evening the car was buzzing with
excitement.  In the morning it was time for adventure caving.

We drove up to the Caver’s Cottage. Annalisa and Steve were staying there at the time.
They were to be our instructors. We had to find helmets with lights and batteries,
kneepads, and gloves! After they were fitted, we were all geared up for action.  We went
to a cave called Mammoth, which means HUGE.  And it was gigantic. ! ! !  The whole
aim was to get down to the river that runs along the bottom of the cave, so we could have
lunch there, have fun, and to see straws, stalagmites, stalactites, shawls, and all of the
other cave formations. Crawling here, climbing there, gripping everywhere, we were
doing all of those things everywhere.  But it was such fun.  At last we got to the river,
where we sat down to have lunch, but we weren’t allowed to drop a single crumb. We sat
down and watched the river flowing.  Finally it was time to go. We had made the
decision that Annalisa and Gina, were going back out along with Keir, Sue, Lachlan and
Kelly, and Steve would take the rest of us to another little part of the cave called Oolite.

It was spectacular, certainly the highlight of our day. There was also a lot of non-active flowstone. Flowstone looks like a kind of
waterfall shape cave formation.  And when it is not active it sparkles.  Then we started walking out of the cave.  When we
eventually got back to sunlight, we returned to the Caver’s Cottage. We were very sweaty, tired, and above all, dirty.  After dinner
we were taken on a night tour through some of the tourist caves. It was fun, but by comparison the adventure caving remains much
more exciting.

The following paragraph is Sandy’s description of Day 2, adventure caving in Aladdin (adapted from a speech for school entitled
“My Hobby – Adventure Caving).

We walked down a mountain to get there, and a nettle stung me, at least four times and I had to crouch slide down when it got too
steep to walk.  When I was crouch sliding, there was a weed in the way, and the next minute I was on my tummy sliding.  Then
BANG I hit a rock.  Wow! That was a shock.  Eventually I got to the cave.  Unfortunately, my younger sister Gina could not
manage it, and had to go back with Sue, Kelly and some assistance from Steve.  We climbed up a bit, and then there was a slope
with a rope along side it.  We had to walk across that?  Well I made it quite safely.  After that we slid down a rope.  There the cave
divided two ways.  I first went the climbing way. Boy, was it pretty.  It was like Oolite.  Then I went the crawling way. It had lots
of straws and helictites.  After that I climbed up one rope and across the other and out.  Overall I had millions of fun.  Maybe you
should try it one day...............

Thanks to Steve and Annalisa Contos – the best Caving guides that anyone could wish for, and Keir and Sue for their help in
getting us safely in and out of the caves.

Lachlan and Gina at the gate of
Alladin Cave.  Annalisa Contos
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PEDIGREE PUPPIES AND THE MUTS

YARRANGOBILLY , JANUARY 26TH TO 28TH 2001
BY LABRADOR

The identities of the trip participants have been disguised.  Clues are scattered in this article that may help you identify the real
person to their canine counterpart.  One should not make a general assumption about the personalities of these people, the
analogies only relate to this particular long-weekend, well actually probably more like what suited me at the time of writing!

The dogs: Afghan Hound (Afghan), Blue Heeler (Blue), Golden Retriever (Golden), Greyhound, Kelpie, Labrador, Pit
Bull Terrier (Pit Bull), Red Setter (Red), Sheep Dog and St Bernard

The Hunt for the Eagle

The pack gradually roused after a distressful night of rain.  As brekkie
activities ensued, the ever-resourceful Afghan was discovered to be in
possession of some interesting souvenir style matches of ill repute,
issued by “A Touch of Class”.  The bright pink cover with a picture of a
leggy lassie kept the pack entertained for a while.  While others gained
energy from fried bacon and grains, Kelpie served himself up a dish of
gourmet, fried meaty bites.   The pack then set off to hunt down an
eagle, having cunningly decided that any place called Eagles Nest
would by likely to contain booty.

The next strategic decision was to enter via Eyrie (Y3), this sounded
like the most likely place for this elusive eagle to nest.   The Eyrie has
some very nice formation, sort of dry bone looking.  Unfortunately, no
nest was found.  Perhaps the Eagles departure had decreased the
amount of bugs in the Eyrie to a level that now permitted canines to
enter, or maybe the eagle had ensconced further into the cave, behind
what it thought to be a safe gate.  But this puppy pack had keys and no
gate was going to stop them. Thus the hunt continued into the cave
depths, following the scent of the muddied leftovers of those who have
gone through before.

They descended, through to the gate and eventually up and out through
Y2. Golden was unfamiliar with where to place one’s claws and paws,
but managed wonderfully.  After a brief refreshment deep in the depths
of the cave, Afghan and Red were keen to take photos thus were left
behind.  Pit Bull got distressed when a momentary navigation question
was held, but conceded in the end that the Labrador’s guide dog skills
were not to be questioned.  Afghan and Red eventually got out despite
not having the advantage of having Labrador about.  At one stage they
spent time chasing their tails in circles a few times before finding the
way on.  Outside the cave Greyhound and Blue had gone fishing down the river, but John West must have been there before them
as all the best were gone.  Next, it was to the thermal pool, perfect place for a simulated swamp, duck-hunting exercise,
unfortunately duckie was left mistakenly behind.

Attacking Muts

The river was a swirling brown mass in the morning after a torrent of overnight rain.  The grass embankments had partially
submerged. Disappointed with not finding an eagle the day before, they decided to find a cave more suited to dogs, one that had a
doggy name may be more fruitful than one named after some silly bird. Unfortunately, the shorter way to such caves involved a
dog paddle upstream, and since the river was up, it was going to be difficult.  Thus the river idea was replaced with a drive and
walk option.  Forgetting the map only resulted in a short paws as Red and Afghan sniffed out the route they had taken some
months ago.

Greyhound, an experienced canine caver, particularly in the art of SLC (Single Leash Caving), and author of that famous book
“Canonical Canine Caving”, or “Caninical” for short, helped out the beginners with getting down and up Upper Mut.  Pit Bull
offered advice on how not to get one’s collar stuck too close to the knot at the top, and successfully demonstrated why one should
not do so.  At the bottom of this small cavern a window, encrusted with formation, frames the only lead in this cave.  Pit Bull de-
dogged and strategically went through to find ‘several’ (as edited by Red, original said “a few”) metres of passage beyond.

Helictites in Mut Mut Cave glowing like a freshly
opened pack of jelly snakes Alan Pryke
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In the meantime, while some pranced about in Upper Mut others set off to find
the greater Mut Mut.  Labrador found Y224, the wrong tag and it was not 60-
70 m from Upper Mut thus she continued to search for Y222 in the heat.  The
ever tempting river below got closer, well… too close.  Up the hill she started,
sweat coming out of the nose and paws as the sun beat down.  Looking over to
the next gully she spotted a likely looking hole, with a potential higher way in,
which fitted the description, but it was too steep to go there directly.  While
navigating the way there, Kelpie called out that he found it.  Sceptical
Labrador decided to take a breather before definitely deciding that it was Mut
Mut.  Well, by the time it was confirmed as not being a mutt cave Labrador
unfortunately forgot where exactly her earlier objective was, probably due to
the heat, and ended up searching in the wrong direction again before being
inspired as to where exactly she had seen the likely looking entrance.  Kelpie
went to fetch a more knowledgeable canine, by which time Mut Mut was
found.

Escaping into the cool of Mut Mut, the pitch was rigged, initially by Labrador.
Blue, upon coming down, decided to put in more rebelays to alleviate leash
rub.  There are two pitches, well three actually if you count the flow climb, or
four if you want to see some underwater stals.

From the bottom of the second pitch, the way on is up a steep flowstone climb
up to a kennel-like window, where one had to de-dog before passing into a
larger cavern.  Kelpie decided that the safe way up the slope would be to
pendulum across, prusiking up a few metres and swinging across to the almost
featureless flowstone slope.  He took a dislike to this procedure but eventually
managed to get a claw into the right spot and was up, the tail end of the rope
rigged on a stumpy stalagmite to make it easier for the other pups.  In the
cavern beyond, helictites, as thick as Wallaby bones, protrude out of an orange

wall.  Labrador was not up to the climbing skills required to go down to see the underwater stalagmites, but the lankier Afghan
and Greyhound had a looksee.  In a corner, a possum’s skeletal remains, including an intact ringtail, are calcited into the
flowstone, too neat to be a canine kill.  Red took pictures and Blue also had a look.  Unfortunately, Golden and Sheep Dog were
not up to unleashing themselves on rope mid way and leashing themselves on again, thus stood guard near the entrance.  Sheep
Dog was very keen, but was cautioned by Blue Heeler and Labrador that it was not that easy.  St Bernard and Pit Bull did the first
pitch only.

Labrador went to see Upper Mut and derig it, expecting her lunch to be there.  Already unhappy to find her water supply dwindled
to a few laps, her lunch was unfortunately with Red, who in the meantime had decided to wade down the river, along with St
Bernard, Blue and Pit Bull.  Those that did the river route suffered sore paws and barking shins after fighting with blackberries,
rose hips and sharp underwater boulders.  The other pups reversed the four-kilometre walk back to the cars.  The river adventurers
had over 90 minute wait down the thermal pool before Golden Retriever arrived on dark, accompanied by Afghan, Kelpie and
duckie.  It was a late dinner for all that evening.  As most of the caving was completed, St Bernard decided to polish off the last of
his whiskey supply.

The evening sky was clear but there was no moon to howl to.  They gazed at the stars in search of Sirius, but it was not spotted
amongst the thousands.  The puppies curled up in their baskets, even chocaholic Blue did not have the energy to fight for a Tim
Tam.

The Wind Down – Coppermine, Mill Creek Swallet Survey, a bicycle adventurer and a broken cart

The dogs had given up on caves named after birds and dogs, thus they decided to try something different.  Careful paw placement
was given up when the stream became wide and deeper.  On the way they found a stingray, not sure if it was edible so left it alone
but took some pictures.  Afghan negotiated a tricky climb and set up a tape leash for those with shorter limbs.

Despite a valiant effort, St Bernard could not get through the squeeze.  The lithe Golden had no problems, Labrador and Afghan as
well, and after some encouragement, Sheep Dog managed to wiggle through.  Red and Blue went off examining some potential
extensions.

The Kelpie and Pit Bull headed off to Mill Creek Swallet.  What attraction is there for a dog for such a cave, I don’t know.
Perhaps they were hoping that some hapless animal had been swept in by the rain and was an easy kill.  From the reports to date it
seems that they spent time in a scrotty bit of passage, scratching strange things on paper and looking through weird instruments.
This activity seemed to cheer up Kelpie who came back with his tail wagging, he is even planning to go back and check a few
things out.

Calcited Ring tail Possum Bones in Mut Mut Cave
Alan Pryke
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Greyhound took off for a quick 40km bike ride around the local fire trails, visiting a fire lookout and coming back with a few
stories.

They all departed around 3:30pm, in different directions.  The Pryke-
mobile passengers were very surprised to find Greyhound’s Forester at
Marulan dog bowl rest and eating area considering the time he had left
Yagby.  It came out that Greyhound had decided to try out Broken Cart
Fire Trail, well it’s not recommended after rain, or without a high
clearance 4WD in its current condition.  And perhaps it should be
renamed something more modern such as “Slashed Tyre Fire Trail” or
“Broken Car”.

Disclosure of the humans involved: Gillian Bennett, Jason Cockayne,
Simon Goddard, Greg Holmes, Phil Maynard, Geoff McDonnell, Chris
Norton, Alan Pryke, Megan Pryke, Alan Warild

NOTES ON MUT MUT (Y222) AND UPPER MUT (Y223)

BY MEGAN PRYKE

Upper Mut is one small chamber that has a steep flowstone slope.  A 20-metre ladder or rigging an SRT pitch for self-belay is a
good idea.  Inside the cave, red formation adorns the chamber.  At the end there is a small crystal pool.  About the only hazard is
getting to the pitch head without knocking down mud.

Mut Mut has two pitches.  The first pitch is mostly sloping and goes round a few corners.  A 50 metre rope is needed, per Geoff
McDonnell his 50 metre rope left about 7metres on the bottom of the pitch, but this was rigged without rebelays, or the U.S. style
of rigging.  As it is not free hanging, to successfully rig the cave Alpine style with no rub points, bolts may be needed.  The second
pitch is at the bottom of the first and is 12m, thus a 15m rope required.  This is much more free hanging though there still exists
one rub point and a rope protector at the top would be a good idea.  Alternatively, one long rope will do both pitches.  Also, using
a rope longer than 15 m for the last pitch means someone can get up the flowstone slope in a safer manner and rig it for others.
Per an article on the original discovery, the first pitch was rigged with 3 ladders.  Total length of the cave is about 60 metres.
Detrog gear is recommended past the window on top of the short flowstone climb.  A ladder or possibly a tape to descend to the
pool is needed to see the pool with the underwater stals, having not done this myself I cannot say if a ladder or just tape is
required.

References:
McDonnell, G., “The Mad March Fly Visit to Yarrangobilly Caves”, Journal of the Sydney Speleological Society, Feb 2000,
44(2):54-72

Babka, S. J., Mut Mut Cave (Y222) Tagged, Mapped and Photographed, Journal of the Sydney Speleological Society, May 2000,
44(5):152

A streamway stingray?  Coppermine Cave
Geoff McDonnel l
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CAVE DIVING AT JENOLAN

1996-1998

[Editors Note] These cave diving trip reports document the continued exploration of the river systems at Jenolan.  They continue
here from SUSS Bull 40(2-3).

28/8/98

Participants: Ron Allum, Tim Chapman, Phil Maynard, Greg Ryan, Keir Vaughan-Taylor (trip leader)

The rain had persisted in the preceding weeks.  Water was flowing through the Devil’s Coachhouse up until Thursday.  The Blue
Lake was again green and diving options were looking very limited.

Below the Minaret

The Southern resurgences appeared to be flowing clean into the Blue Lake, relative to the flow from Imperial.  They noted that
water was still flowing across the pebble beach separating the upstream and downstream Lethe sumps.  The water here appeared
relatively clear.  The Pool of Reflections was cloudy, with a thin muddy film collecting on the surface.  Unlike the previous
month, the River Styx below the Minaret also appeared cloudy.

With the conditions as they were the group decided to concentrate on surveying and exploration in the Southern tourist caves.
John Callaghan had told Keir of the section of cave he had explored behind the formation known as the Minaret, and this was
chosen as the first stop.

Removing his shoes to prevent any marking of the flowstone around the Minaret, Phil carefully made his way behind the
formation to two holes.  From his vantage point he looked down into a large well decorated chamber, one which John Callaghan
had once climbed into.

Deciding that the area was too delicate the group looked for an alternative route.  Keir noticed a canyon running from under the
stairs which lead up from the water known as the River Styx, to the Minaret.

By climbing out from and under the stairway, he chimneyed down into a walkable passage which opened into the chamber Phil
had seen from behind the Minaret.  The large room had several holes in the floor.  Several of these led down about 3m to a pool of
water a few metres across.  The water was cloudy, but appeared to be deep.

They surveyed using Suuntos from the stairway through the room towards a 6m climb down towards the East.  Before the climb
down an aven rising some 15m appeared to hold potential for another day.

The climb opened into another passage with several pools of water.  Ron hopped into the water in the largest, Northern most of
these.   Tim, meanwhile, climbed over to the North, finding another pool.  Seeing Ron’s light, he suggested a connection, which
Ron confirmed with a free dive.

This confirmed this water as the sump Mervyn Maher had dived back in  September 1996 (see diving trip report 27/9/96).

They continued their survey back to the tourist path just before the gate on the way to Cerberus.  From there, Phil, Ron and Greg
continued the survey back towards Cerberus, finishing at the stairs near the twin bridges of Cerberus Junction, and tying in the
start of the underwater survey which runs from this sump to the area known as River Lethe in the area of the Mud Tunnels.

Meanwhile, Keir and Tim explored the Exhibition Chamber, finding many areas heading down in the collapse of the main
chamber, but not finding any more water.

The party met back up at the Minaret, leaving just one area of survey to complete.  Keir and Greg made their way back under the
stairs to get a link of the survey back to the hole directly to the rear of the Minaret.  On their return, they followed a hole just west
of the link down to the pool they had seen earlier.  This also led to water, and as they neared the water’s edge, they could see a
cable hanging down.

They realised that this was the Northern extent of the pool known as Styx, so they opted for a swim back to the path as this
avoided yet another climb in the canyon.
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The pools in the lower room certainly warrant diving, as does further investigation of the area towards the Exhibition Chamber.
The best route to the lower pools would involve a ladder climb into the Styx lake, and a swim to the Northern end.   From there it
would require a tape assisted climb up the slippery slope to reach the hole leading to water.

Completion of a loop in this survey will require work with a forestry compass to survey up the stairs from the bridges at Cerberus
Junction back to the Minaret.  A forestry compass survey will also have to be made back along the path past the Pool of
Reflections to the River Lethe sumps.

After returning the cave key, Keir and Tim discussed the Exhibition Chamber area with John Callaghan, who confirmed that there
was indeed water in this area, below a place called the Mexican Blanket.

Phil Maynard’s sketch maps made during the survey are included below.

25/9/98

Participants: Ron Allum, Iain McCulloch (trip leader)

With only two divers on hand, attention was turned to further exploratory work in the Southern tourist caves.

Pool of Reflections

A quick reconnaissance of the water in the Southern tourist caves revealed that the water had cleared throughout with the
exception of the pool known as River Styx, just before the stairs leading to the formation known as The Minaret.

Iain dived first, to investigate two leads off the Pool of Reflections.  He began with the descending passage directly opposite the
light beneath the concrete tourist path.  This was dived by Rod O’Brien in March 1998, and although very silty, held some
promise.

The passage descended to around eight metres and was very silty.  At this point, Iain felt it continued, though began to restrict, but
chose to retreat as the visibility reduced to zero.  On surfacing he then tried a lead which ducks back under the concrete path.
Again, the silty nature of the passage made for little progress.

Both of these passages are worth further exploration, and the silty conditions will improve with repeated diving.

Cerberus Junction Upstream to River Lethe

Ron decided to do the through dive from the twin bridges of Cerberus Junction to the area known as River Lethe in the Mud
Tunnels.  He had not dived in this sump since he laid the first part of the line from the Cerberus end, known as the Long, Low
Horrible, Flat Thing, and had never done the through trip.  He wanted to familiarise himself with the site as he planned to return
later in the year to video the dive of the streamway in this tourist section.

His dive was uneventful, but of particular note was his observation of a silt cloud rolling into the passage.  From the Cerberus end
the passage upstream is fairly tight and narrow, opening into a large room just before the flattener restriction at the deepest part of
the sump (at around -15m).  A smaller, muddy passage enters on one side of this room, and it was from this passage that the silt
cloud was billowing.

Survey Sketch and Notes - Phil Maynard 28/8/98
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Given Iain’s earlier dives that day, and the survey of the Cerberus/Lethe sump, we can now assume a connection between this
streamway and one of the leads in the Pool of Reflections.  This lends support for a further push from the Cerberus/Lethe sump as
a way of finding a source of the water in the Pool of Reflections.

After completing the through trip and surfacing on the pebbly beach of the separating the upstream and downstream sumps of
River Lethe, Ron checked out the upstream Lethe sump, and was particularly taken by the beauty of this short, corkscrewing
passage.

30/10/98

Participants: Ron Allum, Rod O’Brien, Greg Ryan, Keir Vaughan-Taylor (trip leader), Dave Walton

Slug Lake, Mammoth Cave

This was the group’s first trip back to Mammoth since the reorganisation of the entrance, and not having to slide gear in through
the entrance made for a pleasant start to the trip.

Keir and Rod were nominated as divers for this trip.  Once again, the time taken to rig a flying fox for gear over Lower River to
the top of the chamber on the far side paid off in keeping the streamway clear at that point.   On future trips it would be worth
taking the time to rig a traverse for packs across the delicate rimstone pools in the Southern section between Lower River and Slug
Lake, as it took great care to keep the formations clean in the wet and muddy conditions they found.

Once at Slug Lake, they found the water level a metre or more above the level of the last dive, evidence of the flooding that had
occurred in the cave over the last few months.

Keir entered the water first, his objective the air chamber which Ron Allum had found.  The dive to the lake in the chamber took
only 8 minutes, reaching a maximum depth of -30m.  The lake in the chamber measures about 8m by 5m in a slot about 20m high.
Keir de-kitted and made his way out of the water.  The chamber was very muddy and slippery, so he made a very conservative
climb into the dry section.  He found a tight crawl lead out of the passage heading in the direction of the slot, but didn’t want to
risk his drysuit.  He also noted a possible way on involving a climb to the right of this crawl.

Further investigation of this part of the cave will probably require two divers, for safety, equipped for dry (well, damp) caving and
some exploratory climbing.  Keir did not rate the site as having great potential given the access, but it will be scheduled for
another look at a later date.

Ten minutes after Keir’s descent, Rod entered the water to begin his second ever dive in this sump.  He checked in on Keir in the
lake chamber, then headed back to the deeper section of the sump, continuing to the deeper -50m section.  He surveyed and
sketched as he went, using Ron’s knotted line for length, a dive compass and depth gauge.

Keir, content that he’d done all he could safely do out of the water, kitted up and began his return.  Before turning to his left on the
line back to Slug Lake, he took time out to have his first look at the large room which is revealed at the -25m mark.  With this
detour, his return dive time was just over 30 minutes.

Rod’s decompression obligation kept him in the water longer, and the rest of the group were pleased to see the glow of his lights at
his -6m decompression stop.  Rod reported that the visibility, although better than on his last dive, was still to meet the clarity
reported by Ron Allum on an earlier dive.

After repacking the gear, the party headed out of the cave, exiting with twilight approaching after seven hours underground.

Slug Lake, Mammoth Cave, sketch of elevation and plan by Rod O’Brien
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Gypsum crystals in
Burr Cave – both by

Alan Pryke

Gillian and Alan in Upper Mut Cave – Geoff McDonnell
Steve Contos taking a leap in Twister Canyon – David Connard

Andy in Urenui Cave – Alan Pryke Alan Pryke in Burr Cave – Phil Maynard



TRIP LIST: MAY 2001

SUSS General Meetings are held on the first Thursday of the month at 7:00pm (for a 7:30pm start) in the Holme Building
Common Room at the University of Sydney.  The Holme Building is the building closest to the Parramatta Road footbridge on the
northern side of campus.  The Common room on the first floor (enter from Science Rd on campus).

For updates to this list, check out the SUSS website at: http://ee.usyd.edu.au/suss .  Detailed information on each caving area (plus
other useful information like what you will need to bring, etc.) can be found in the Beginners Handbook section of the SUSS
website.

PLEASE NOTE: it is YOUR responsibility to inform the trip supervisor of any relevant medical
conditions which may in any way affect your fitness, such as diabetes, asthma and the like.

May

5-6 NSW Speleo Council meeting at Wombeyan. Contact Megan Pryke for information 9524 0317 (home).

12-13 Jenolan. A good chance for new beginners to go caving in one of our favourite caving areas, and meet other members of
the club. Contact Sushila Thomas on 0414 915 681 (mbl).

19-20 Wombeyan. Contact Phil Maynard 9908 2272 (home) or 9514 7584 (work).

26-27 Tiger Snake canyon. Not quite mid-winter canyoning madness.  Phone Dave Connard 9437 6762 (home).

June

7 General Meeting - Alan Warild’s Fantastic Patagonia video.

2-3 Canyoning with Martin Pfeil. Contact him on 9713 9460 (home).

9-11 Jenolan. Lets go and chase down those leads, or check out that new Wiburds map.  See the website for details of this trip.

9-11 Return to Church Creek wilderness to explore potential leads and see some rarely visited caves. Must be able to supply
own lights and helmet and be prepared for an overnight bushwalk camp, some caving experience recommended. Contact: Megan
Pryke 9524 0317 (home).

16-17 Cliefden. Go out west and cave with the cows (ed - well... hopefully not actually with the cows... caves are confined air
spaces you know!!). Contact David Connard on 9437 6762 (home).

30-1 July Walli. Sushila Thomas' tour of the outback continues, phone her on 0414 915 681 (mbl).

July

5 General Meeting Carol Layton presents her recent Bulmer Cavern trip, NZ.

7-8 NAV 2001:  Support the NSW Cave Rescue Squad by entering a cavers team in this years’ Emergency Services Rogaine – 7/8
July 2001.  Last year cavers took out two major categories!  For more details, contact Joe Sydney w: 02 9577 3361, h: 9875 1887,
jsydney@choice.com.au

7-30 Speleo Brazil, International Cavers Conference in Brazil, airfares are a bit costly.  Annalisa and Steve Contos will be there.

14-22 Jenolan, Annual mid winter trip. Contact Phil Maynard 9908 2272 (home) or 9514 7584 (work).

28-29 Field Day, a chance to learn and practice technical caving skills that help you participate more fully in difficult trips.  Date
TBA.  Contact a committee member for more details.

August

2 General Meeting Brendan Hyde will be presenting slides

4-5 Colong. Time to go and enjoy the climb up Acetylene Spur, for those who haven't experienced it recently.  Check website for
details.

11-12 Jenolan. Why go skiing this winter when you could go to Jenolan instead?  Check website for details.

18-19 Wellington. Check out the dry caves at Wellington on a non-diving trip (for a change).  Contact Ian Cooper (063) 665 030
(home) for details.

25-26 Wee Jasper. Just how cold will Wee Jasper be in August?  Well, there's only one way to find out...  Contact Steven Contos
9557 9475 (home) for details.


